Fish Passage Barriers:

Legend

- **Fish Passage Barriers**
  - Type, Passage Status
  - Natural waterfalls, Completely passable
  - Natural waterfalls, Not passable
  - Natural waterfalls, Partially passable
  - Natural waterfalls, Unknown passage, within anadromy
  - Other known fish passage barrier, Completely passable
  - Other known fish passage barrier, Not passable
  - Other known fish passage barrier, Partially passable
  - Other known fish passage barrier, Unknown passage, within anadromy
  - Dam, Completely passable
  - Dam, Not passable
  - Dam, Partially passable
  - Dam, Unknown
  - Dam, Unknown passage, within anadromy
  - Weir/sill, Completely passable
  - Weir/sill, Not passable
  - Weir/sill, Partially passable
  - Weir/sill, Unknown
  - Weir/sill, Unknown passage, within anadromy
  - Tide gate, Completely passable
  - Tide gate, Not passable
  - Tide gate, Partially passable
  - Tide gate, Unknown
  - Tide gate, Unknown passage, within anadromy
  - Fish Passage Barriers, Completely passable
  - Fish Passage Barriers, Partially passable
  - Fish Passage Barriers, Unknown passage, within anadromy

- **Map Created 7/11/2012 by Jon Bowers, ODFW**

- **Current or Historical Anadromous Fish Habitat**

- **Promise**

- **Miles**